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HY3RO~~AMIC STABILITY P!!RT 13 

THE EWl37T OF AF!lZ%BC~ Al!'GLE oI\T STABILITY 
AXI SPRAY CH&'-F'IERISTICS 

D. II. Ridland, A.F.R.ae.S., G.I.%xh.E 

The effects of' afterbody angle on longitudmal stability, spray and 
du-ectional stabilxty characteristics and eleva>or effectrvaness are deduced 
from the results of tests on three modeli. of the series which ri~re alike m 
Evt:y major res 

$7 
-ct except that of oftcrbody ongk. The I-odels had aftzrbody 

angles of 4O, 6 ana 8O respeotlvely. 

It was found that increasing afterbody angle improved longitudinal 
stability characteristics oonsxdersK y, both with al?d withcut disturbance, 
increased trm generally, gave a slzght ing,ovenent in spray and directional 
stabllitg characteristics and imrcased elevator effectiveness. The best 
hydrodynaxuc conf'lgur*tron was that with the 8' afierbody angle. 
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1. IFTRODETIO~ 

In this report the effects of afterbody angle (the angle between the 
tangents to the forebody and afterbody keels at the main and rear steps 
respectively) cn the hydrodynamic stability and spray characteristics of a high 
length/beam ratio flyinS boat are deduced from the results of tests on threo 
models of the series detailed in Rcferenoo 1 and listed inTablo I. ThOSt3 
models, A, G and 3, ssrth which this report IS oonccrnod, constituted thi third 
phase of the present investigation i.i-. the determination of the effects of 
afterbody angle. They were identioal except in respect of afterbody angle 
and tkis smgle parameter was varied in the foll..wing manner: 

Model G Afterbody angle Lo 
34cdelA 
ModelH 

Afterbody angle do (basic mod&) 
Afterbody angle So 

The effect of this variation on the hull shape generally can be seen in 
Figure I, vhich is a comparison of hull lines. Hydrodynamic and aerodynamic data 
common to the three medals are given in Tabios II and III, but it may be 
me,ltioned here that the length/beam ratio of each model was 11 (the forcbody 
was 6 beams in length and the afterbody 5 beams), 'me forcbody was unwarped and 
31-2 step @as of straight transverse type rtith no fairing an3 a depth of 0.15 
beams. Further details of considera;ions affecting the &sign of the models 
are given in Reference 1. 

The same techniques were -;-ploy-d consistently throughout the tcs",s 
and they are discussed fully, togetnlr with the prLsscntation of rtsults, in 
Referonccs 1 and 2. A re'sume'of the details vri.11 be giGen in relevant sections 
as the need arises, but several cormnon major factors nay, with adrantege, bc 
stated here. 

All the tests now under consideration ~WCPO made with eero flap, no 
slipstream, one C.G. position and, except for tnL directional stability 
assessment, at the trro beam loadings G1, = 2.75 and 2.25; directional tests 
were n&u only at GA, = 2.75. Full d&ails of the tcstr. carra.Xl out on each 
model are given separately inReferences 3, 11 and 12; only stability limits 
and euffiolent illustrations to indicate the main trends are given here. 

Throughout the raport conclusions are drmm fron comparisons of results 
;"t& ;at;T5 ana, where possible, substantiation is obtained from the other 

bcazn ratios. 
Reference is also made to earlier lsork on hulls of lo,mier length/ 

2. L0T~GIEJDIp',',L STASILITI - 

2.1. Present tests 

Longitudinal stability tests were made by toning tne model from the 
wing tips on the lateral axis through the centrt. of jiravity, v;rith the model 
i'r-e in pitch and heave. The elevator setting #as selected before each lzln 
and the model towed at constant spe=d. 'The angle of trim was noted in the 
steady condition, and if the model proved stable at the speed selected it ~8s 
given nose-dew disturbances to determine whether instability could be induced., 
the largest &now&s of disturbance being required in the high speed undisturbed 
lower lunt region. In each case the motion was defined as unstable nhen the 
resulting oscillation (if any) was app~ently divergent or hod a constant 
amplitude of more than 2O. Stability limits wrp13 built up by these methods, 
the disturbed limits representins tne sorst possible disturbed case. Both 
undisturbed and disturbed limits for models A, G and H are compared inFigures 2 
and 3 for the two *eights concerned. 
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The effects of afterbody angle on the stabili.ty limits for CA, = 2.75 
in the undisturbed case are shown XI Figure 2(a). With increasing aftcrbody 
angle, the available stablo trim range 1s increassd throughout the planing range 
of speeds. The most obvious detailed change 1s the considerable raising of the 
upper limit, while the pos:tion of the lo ,er h.rni~ IS ahaost unchanged at wdim 
and high planing speeds. blaxunum lower cntxal trim (maximuin trim attained on 
the lover limit) is raised about 30 over the range of afterbtiy angles 
considered (from&' to 8”), but the ohang~ is not progressive and calls for 
further oorment. 

With regard to the effects of afterbody angle on maximum loser critical 
trim, there is an irregularity in Figure 2(a) whloh oocurs with the afterbody 
angle of 6O and is due to the formation of a vertrcal n&ok of instability aoross 
the take-off path; there is thus no true maximum lolser orxtioal trim on this 
set of limits. This leads to consideration of Figure 7 >Jhich sho';s that in 
the case of the 4” afterbody angle without dlsturbancc, there is a slmllar ntok 
of porpoising, which extends across the take-off path but is excluded by the 
limits because the amplitudes are in general less than 2": in the 8j afterbody 
angle ease there 1s no curresponding region of porpoising. Vith increasing 
afterbody angle, then, the porpolsing iritlally ocourring,in this region is 
increased in amplitude to more than 20 , when the motion 1s formally classed as 
unstable and there is no true maximum lo\aer orltical trim, and then disappears, 
whhlle tn? region itself is found at progressively higher attltudos. 

Before seeking confirmation of these effcots 5.n Figure 3 (a), mich 
5s a comparisrrn of undisturbed lorq+ltudinal stability limits for the three models 
at a lower loading, GAO = 2.25, it is necessary to oonsi&r the effects of load , 
separately for each model. Examination of Xoferencus 3, 11 and -12 (0, the t@o 
figures, 2 {a) and 3 (a)) shvws that for a rtduotion in beam loading, Cjo, by 0.5, 
the lcrser limits for hIoasis A ana G are l~ercd by simil= amounts, about 1.8"% 
vrhile that for NodelH is lowere by about half of this mount. It follovos that 
quantitative substantiation of the afterbody anfile effects shovn in Figure 2 (a) 
cannot be obtained directly from Figure 3 (a) and that the difference in the 
rate of change of critical trim(trin of a point on the stability ltiot) with 
resFsx?t to load in the cast ofModc1 E is one of the results of increasing 
afterbody angle, i.2. afterbody angle effects on undzsturbed stability 
charaoteristxcs are not independent of load. 

Considerin& Fxgure 3 (a) it will be seen that the r.%in qualitative 
results are the sane as for the higher loadin?. Inorcasirp afterbody angle 
results in an increase in the available stable range of triins throughout the 
planing speed range and the upper lxlt is raised considerably. The separation 
of the lolfler lipiits is in keeping with the previous paragraph and wnlle thoro 
IS an ordertd increase in ma&urn lower oritlcal trim, tie greater part of this 
accrues from the first 2" increase in afterbody angle from the loscst vslue. 
Although, due to the reduotion in weight, there is no post-hump neck of lnsta- 
bility, the large increase in maximum lower critical tIu;l obtalned with the 6" 
afterbody angle substantiates the proneness of this r~odol to beoorae u&able in 
this region. 

It is crnvenjent to say here tiiat because of the unexpected separation 
Of the bWnl 1irQits inEigore 3 (a), the ljmits forliodels G and II at this >Wei&$tp 
CA* = 2.25, were checked. Agx*mrlent with the orQ+insl llnits bias very good, 
v-riW>ile: the separation fwnd in F~yue 3 (a). 

In the disturbed ease the effects of &erbody a1~1e rrxr+ation are 
shOm for the two loadings, c,, 
Before discussing then however 

= 2.75 and 2.25, inFi&&nds 2 (b) and 3 (b). 
, It should bc noted that orders rather than 

absolute !%lo!nlts of chq@ shnuld be ~onq~i+~wfI hoonnsd nl tllo exy~erimcntal 
lir,itations in the dj:;tuLLs%xKie for:hrlique (Rafe~%,xos 1, IO). 

/ With 
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With increasing afterbody angle at c = 2.75 (Ficy;urc 2 (b\)9 the 
hw$ limit is found at lower speeds and much &!ghcr sttitu%s, whild Lhe high 
speed stable region is increased considerably , with the lowr, high sped, 
extremli&s of' the linits remaxring almost coincident. The net result is an 
over-all improvement in disturbed stability characteristics with incri-ssw& 
afterbody angle uJith s progressive, but sli.,+t , reduction and novtmcnt to 
lower speeds of the sped range over which instabdlty is cncoun+red. 

Similar general r\-marks apply in tho lo::er riei&-lt cssc, Figure 3 (b), 
but here the progressxve improvement in stnbllity with inorcaslng afterbody 
angle is even dare pronounced. The nojor difference frori the hq,her r&&t 
osse is found in the high speed lowr li;;lt rc&ion. %ere formerly the 
limits wre coincident, only the lower pzrts of those for ;:wiels A and G nO,Y 
show this ttnlenoy (tht turn up onl.:odelR liinlt was obtained only irith tl>c 
most violent dxtwbances 3rd IS not fdt to be of ~r~~liate signlficanoe), 
while the Lnit for 1~odo1H 1s raised gcnerdly. This effect is sidlw to 
that obtalnoc? In the undisturbed oas~ , so it nn~ noi, bo sajd that sftcrbody 
an& effects on stnbility we not independent of load in either undisturbed 
or disturbed oases. 

The effects of afterbody angle on the stability limits arc &own in 
a different light for the two beam lontlin:~s, C = 2.75 and 2.25, in FlGures 4 
and 5 respectively, where elevator anylcs rep& keel attltulcs ss ordinates. 

In the undisturbed ease (Figures 4 (a) 2nd 5 (a)) it might be cx?$oted 
frcm previous plots of this nature (Rcfercnocs 6 and 10) that the improvement 
in stabxlitv obtained twit& tne hrghcr afttrbody angles trould not be shorn; in 
general thl> is the 

(i) 

csscp but the tv;o features mLntioned earLerg viz: 

the tindencg for the 6' afterbody mucid to form a post- 
hump ntck of instability, and 

(ii) the ralsinp of the los.er limit for the 8O afterbody model 
at the lower loadin-. 

are emplaslsed. The neck of instability obtained ,lth the 6' afterbody model 
is olearly shown in Figure 4 (a) and there is an obvious tendency towards the 
formation of s slmdar ntck at the lolwr lodir,; in Picurt 5 (a). The rarsin:, 
of the limit fox-Model H is found with this type of prcseptntion not only in 
tne case of the loser limit at the lo,#cr locXnP, but rrith both llmlts at both 
loadixq~s. The lower Lnlts are in order at both weirlhts,thoscf'or the lo,.est 
afterbody ansle being fauns at the greatest value of elevator scttin:. 

In the disturbed case, at bdh loadln?s (FiTurcs 4 (b) and 5(b)), 
the movement of the hump limit dorvn the sped so~lle dth increase of aftcybdg 
angle 1s seen to be obtained mainly wit'n the first increment xwDsti+zed, 1-e. 
froml+O to 60, while the improvement in the hic,h sped stable region remains 
progressive. It may be noted thct ct enoh r&&t the hl& spcid, lo#er lrmits 
shox a sepfu-ation and order which correspond s oloscly to tilat of the 10,&r 
limits in the relevant undisturbd ~3s~. 

/ Apart 

is Hump limit - The longitudinal stability licit fowd on the 10~ speed side 
of a band of instsbxlity crossin, the take-off path just above hunp speed. 
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Apart from the removal of the neck of instablllty IA the undisturbed 
case, the main effect of theweight decrease (Figures 4 and 5) is to mve the 
limits bodxly down the speed scale, particularly the upper limits. In the 
disturbed case there 1s a su~lnr effect;, ,vhich is accompanied by a slight 
general increase m the three high speed stable areas. 

moments 
It should be noted tnat durlnz the tests jxst consIdered the pit”;in&? 

of inertia of Models A, G and II were 22.90, 23.50 and22550 lb. ft., 
respectively at CC~ = 2-75 and 24.46, 23.50 and 23.50 lb. ft. at CA0 = 2.25 i.e. 
all withm B of the value for 14odelA. By the conclusions of ReferWICe 2, 
moment of inertia uxreases of Up to 4C$ have no a~preolable effect on the 
1lmits, so the dlf'ferences in moment of inertia do not affect the fore!JJlng 
dlsoussions. 

Trim curves for q = O" are given znFlFjvre 6 for all models at the 
two wei&ts concerned. fit CA, = 2.75 (Figure 6 (a)) the effects of z.rxcreasing 
afterbody angle are to increase trim pro+@esslvely from and inoludiw the static 
floating condition, Up to speeds just past th b ~I.JX~, ;dhen the trki curyes tend 
to run to#her. It is interesting to note that the increase in hump tilm is 
approximately equal to thG change in afterbody angle, Arch in turn is equal 
to twice the increase in static floatim: trim. These tendenclcs are confinrt;'d 
at the loper loading InFlyure 6 (b), the differences in #eight seeming to have 
little effect. &s in the displacement speed range buoyancy forcer predominate, 
the tram changes are alznost independent of elevator settim, but over the 
planing sped ran,re they vary , the xncrense in trm due to a given uuzTC;as6 In 
after-body an,gl~ being, in Gancral, grtattr for thu lcrwer values of elevator 
angle and greater at the hl#cr speeds. 

The effect of afterbo3y angle on avplltudes of porpoising IS shorrm in 
both rudjsturbed and disturbed cnscs for one lc,d (CC = 2.75) in Figure 7. In 
the undisturbed case it appears that there L -s little 8ifferenc- betwten the 4O 
and 8" nftrrbody angle models, but it sho~.~ 'cl be coted that tht data are rather 
sparse and, as the najorxty of the points for~iodelii (Flrrure 7 (0)) lie on the 
llrr,ltS, they ar?, by definiti.03, of 20 aplltuile. The gcnsral level of 
porpolsing sqplltudes for the 6" nfttxbody angle model(3gurc 7 (b)) does, 
however, seem to be sliatly higher than tho others. In the disturbed case, 
with the ohnn,~ in afterbody nnb?la from 4O to 6', there is a large increase in 
the amplitudes ofpcrpoxsmng,rhile a further chance in anoie from 60 to 8' 
produces a further, but very slitit Increase. Raisinp the afterbody angle 
has thus no simifxcant effect on undistUrbod porpoisiw amplltudcs, whuhlle 
disturbed mplitudes shun fust a mcrked increase then a very slwht increase. 
An examination of porpoisinp amplitudes at Cn, = 2.25 in References 3, 11 and 
12 shows that weight chmge makes little difference a& that the above conclus- 
ions are unaltefw~. 

2. Previous uurcstrgntions 

There are m%ny references to afterbo4y angle effects in various 
reports, but only three (References 13, 14 and 15) wiixh treat the subject 
directly ~~11 be considered here, In each case, afterbody sngie variations 
are considered ns p-rt L>f a rquch fuller investigation into the characterutxs 
of low le&h benm ratio hulls ?nd, as the three reports -are American, the 
techniques used in the rrmdcl tests differ fro? those Used In the currentprogrwme. 
These differences have been considered m References 16 and 17, whence It appeam 
t'ht coqarison shou:j be mde on the bz~s~s of steady speed rms; the N,A,C.A. 
lower limt and the upper limit, increasing trm than correspmd to M.R.E.E. 
undisturbed lm!ts, and the X.A.C.A. upper lmit, decreasing trim correspon-lsto 
part of the M.h.%. E. limt vnth Slstil;cb*nce. 
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In Reference 13, the model used had a len@h/beam ratio of 6.3 and 
was tested at CA, 5 0.87 (based on maximum beam). The forcbody, which was 
3.7 beams in length, had no warp , incorporate? chine flare and had a main step 
deadrise of 200. The depth of the main step was constant at 5.s beam. h 
complete dynamic model was used in the tests 
full span leading edge slats; 

, the mainplane being fitted With 
no slipstream was used and the range of afterbody 

angles cwered was from 5.3O to 9.80. (The equivalent angles used in the 
figures of this reference are 4.0° and 8.5'; they are less than the angles just 
quoted by 1.3O, which is the angle of the forebody keel to the hull datum. lis 
the hull datum is quite arbitrary in position it can have no influenoe on the 
hydrodynanic properties of the hull, so here and later, all aft&body angles 
quoted will conform to the definition given in the intmduotion, this being 
considered a better basis for comparison.) 

The authors cotlcluded that increasin+; the afterbody angle produced 
no marked changes in the position of the lower limit and a non-linear raising 
of the upper limit, which was greatest for the afterbody angle inoremont from 
6.80 t0 8.30. The final increment, from 8.3O to 9.80, was critical in that 
little increase in the stable trim range resulted and the character of the 
unstable motion was entirely changed with the higher afterbody angle, consisting 
mainly of vertical oscillations with little change in trim. It is then stated 
that for a given configuration there is an optimum afterbody angle and that too 
great BP angle may even decrease the stab16 range of trims or lead to a moma 
violent type of porpoising, Considering Figure 19 of this reference, Which is 
a comparison of stability limitis, and neglecting the 9.8' aiterbody ~%le results 
for the minute, the nature of the other results is such that this figure Would 
fit in well, about halfway (at say CA, = 2.5) between the two weight cases in 
Figures 2 and 3 of the present report. The post-hump separation Of th0 lower 
limits ( Figure 19, Reference 13) is &' and a slight tendency toWards a neck Of 
instability can be seen in the ease of the 6.80 afterbcdy mgle; there is also 
good correlation between the upper limits, decreasing trm and the present 
disturbed cases. If all the limits of Reference 13 are now omsidered, it 
appears that the optiamm afterbody angle whose existence is suggested,by the 
authors lies somewhere around y", If the existence of a similar critical 
afterbody angle be assumed in the Rresent hi& lenCth/beam ratio case, it Would 
appear that it was either just reached or being approached, but nad not been 
exceeded, with Model H (8O after-body angle). Again, as afterbody angle effects 
are not independent of loading , this critical angle \ooulrf probably vary with 
weight. 

In the investigation of Reference 14, a hull of Jength/beam ratio 6.2 
was tested at CA, = 0.89. The forebody Was unwarped but had chine flare, a 
20' main step deadrise angle and Was 3.45 beams in length. The stop depth was 
constant at 4.w beam and the range of' afterbody angles tested Was from 2* to 
$20. Dynamic hull models were used, aerodynmio moments and foroes being fed 
in synthetically. It Was concluded that increasing the after-body angle raised 
the lower limit at moderate speeds and caused it to start at a slightly lower 
speed, but had no appreciable effect on the loser limit at high speeds; the 
upper limit Was raised and 
the upper limit was suppressed at high speeds. 

, With the two greatest afterbody angles (p&O and 12'), 
Here there is no evidence of 

an optimum afterbody angle, in fact the changes are progressive and straight- 
forward; but differences in the test techniques shhotlld be noted. 

The tests of ReJ%~%noe 15 were made on m~dels,of' four different 
~~&h/tmm ratios evea- a range of afterbody angles frcm 3O to II0 in each case. 
~hhe basic hu13 form, from which th e others were derived, had a length/beam ratio 
of 6.19 and a Pornmy length of 3.44. beams. It i.nnooryor-ated both forehnily 
warp and chine flare and had a mainstep deadrise angle of 20° tith a step depth 
of 5.0$ beam. The conclusions, which are genarsl and apply to each of the 
length/beam r-stio oases, 5.07? 6.19, 7-17 n-d fL$5, state that the longitudinal 

/ stability 
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stability limits are widened with increasing efterbody angle. Increasing 
afterbody an!:lt raises the upper stability limits and causes the lorrer 
stability limits to occur at higher trims erd at lozecr speeds. The author 
contmucs to say, in effect , that static and hmp trims are raised, twice the 
incmasc in static floatin: trim beiw equal to the increase in hump trm, 
vhich in turn is equal to the increase in aftrrbody angle. It should be 
n&cd that the technique used in these tests v>as the same as that of the 
previous reference, i.L. aerodynamic forces and moments wore applied 
synthetically. 

The longitudinal stability limits arc presented on a non-dimensional 
base and this may obscure ary differxce in the e?fects of increasing afterbody 
angle following a change in load. In the comparison of afterbody angle 
effects m Reference 15 (Fage 44) thc rnsin trends are clear, but there are 
tso interesting points of detail. Tne lo.s~r liiJits collapse at higher speeds, 

except in the case of' the lowst lengtn/beam ratio (5.07) models. Here the 
limits for the 3" afterbody angle shov a vertical band of instability lying 
across the tdcc-ofi" path at hi& apods. This bond, occurmng only Wl th 
the 30 afterbody angle, is narro\wd with increasing length/bear, ratio and 
disn>pasrs with the models of length/beam ratio 7.9. A11 of the upper limits 
are raised progressively with increo;e m afterbody angle, except in the 7.2 
length/be&m rstio case, when that for the II3 afterbody angle crosses and runs 
belo<; the 7O upper limit at the hi?h speed end of the diagram. 

2.3. p&scussion 

As the aim of this investigation is to provide design information, 
the variation of hull parameters has been kept &thin practical limits and 
the conclusions drrr!n v&l in genersl apply only nitr~in these li<Lts. The 
range of eftcrbody anglts tested thus deservS:s some comment. 

The loivtst aftcrbody angle (4O) is considrrcd a reasonable minimum. 
At the desi;n loading, Ca - 2.75, undisturbed stability is acceptable but 
disturbed stability is ba . 

highest afterbody anpl (i i 

the deterioration 41th distur'canoe being marked; 
a further decrease in afterbody angle would worsen tnese qualitits. With the 

,c 0, on the other hand, good stability characteristics 
are obtained and had a hi&w angle still been tested it might nave further 
unproved tnese good qualities or, m the manner of Referonce 13, it might not. 
It should be romenbered, hwever, that one of the main objects in using a h+@fi 
length/beam ratio hull is to obtain low aerodynamic drag. It is knovJn that 
the turn up cf tho hall camber line, obtained ',;ith contemporary afterbodies, 
can bc r-sponsible for a significant proportion of the hull drag?g, so a 
further incriase in afterbody angle, +vhich would in general pro3wc a further 
xxx-case in drag, is not considered necessary. It follows tnat, although 
increase in afterbody anrle has been talked about (this is consistent with 
the r-ports on forebody vnrp and afterbody length, References 6 and 10) and 
this investipotion indicates how variation of efterbsdy angle can improve 
longitudinal stability in the high length/bean ratio case. the imnediate object 
is to find out by h0.g much afterbody angle can be reduced, t&ile maintaining 
reasonebie stability characteristics. 

In the undisturbed case the main effects on tni longitudinal 
stability 11 *its of incrossing afterbodyangle are to raise both the upper 
limit and maximum loJ,cr cr-ztwol trim, thereby niJening the available stable 
trim range. This general trend is found in all the cases which have been 
cons~~3crc.d and is thus irdepsndent of longth/bear;~ ratio. In nw of the 
discropsnc~es, however, betwen loads and between models, scme detailed discus&on 
is necissclry. 

/ Consider 
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Consider the lower limits obtained in the present investigation 
with the three dS?erent afterbody angles. 
they are almost coincident; 

At CA0 = 2.7.5 (Figure 2(a)) 
with a decrease in loading to CA, = 2.25 

they arc lowered ( Figure xa)), but the amount of this lowering for the 8' 
afterbody angle is only half of what it is for the 6O and 4' angles giving 
a separation of the limits at this weight. It iszfelt that this discrepancy 
can be accounted for mainly by the airflow under the afterbodies and the 
associated suctions and to a lesser extent perhaps,by the choice of the 2O 
double amplitude stability criterion, These points ~~11 be considered further 
at a later stage in the present investigation. It should be noted, however, 
that any suotion effects which do ocour will be emphasised in the present case, 
as the high beam loadings result in deeper troughs, the long afterbodies 
allow a greater moment arm and the trio low afterbody angles tested are levier 
than those of contemporary afterbodies.lY As a design factor, this 
additional displacement of the lower limit with weight, lo9 in the lwest 
afterbody angle case, could barely be ignored and any further change in the 
parameters which could increase or exaggerate afterbody suction effects, i.e. 
increase in afterbody length, change in design beam loading or further loweting 
of afterbody angle, should be cautiously applied tb hulls of length/beam 
ratios of IO or more. An immediate safeguard when considering high length/ 
beam ratio designs with low afterbody sngles would be to check stability at 
two or more weights during model tests. Any lnrge reduction in the stable 
region resulting from a last minute increase in loading would not then be 
unexyectad. 

Considering now the upper limits without disturbance, the main 
conclusion in every case is that increasing afterbody angle raises the upper 
limit. In References 14 and 15, aerodynamio forces and moments were applied 
synthetically and, apart from one or two minor discrepancies inReference 15, 
the results arc streightforaard. In Reference 13, where the representation 
Jf model aerodynamics was similar to that of the present investigations it is 
suggested tnat there is an optimum afterbody angle of approximately 9O for 
the general configuration tested and above this the umer limit undisturbed 
is lowered. PO inconsistencies were found in the present high length/beam 
ratio case, but the highest afterbody angle tested was only 80. It is 
suggested that the reversal of the trend inReferenoe 13 with increasing after- 
baiy angle is not an afterbody angle effect, but is a characteristic of the 
test technique, At the low Reynolds '~'umbors prevailing in tank tests, 
unslattid model tailplanes are inefficzent and can bo exlxcted to commenoe 
stalling at relatively low in&lances. This leads to aerodynsmio static 
instability, which brioomes important at high speeds and attitudes when the 
load on water is very smalL With the highest afterbody angle in the present 
case, the load on water at a typical point en the upper limit (Cl,, = 2.75, Cv e 
9.7) is of the order of 1% af the model weight,, when ground effeot is 
considarcd. What the detailed effect of a further increase in attitude would 
be, TFwuld depsnd on the individual case, but as the load on water tends to 
sero the aerodynamic effects till be increasingly felt and results could 
become questionable. 

In the disturbed case, there is a progressive improvement in 
stability sith increase of afterbody angle, which is similar at both loadings. 
Each set of limits ahoms a vertxalband of instability across the take-off 
path and this gets liider as the afterbody angle is lo .erei, until, with the 40 
afterbody angle, it covers the greater part of the planing sFed range. The 
low angle configuration as tcstod is, therefore, not a good design proposition. 
although this situation is somi:v.hat mitipoted b y the facts that tne Lam:litudes 
of disttirbed porpoisxng are considerably less than those for the 60 and 8o 
sfterbody angle modsis and. in the undisturbed case, there is effeotlvcly a 
olenr stable take-off path at both loadings. 
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In a practical case, where good stability characteristics are the 
aim, the configuration with the highest afterbody angle would appear to be 
the best, but the hump attitude of 13.5’ at CA, 
a wing setting angle of about 20, 

= 2.75, coupled possibly with 
would, unless a wins of hinh asueot ratio 

were used, result in tip stall& and wing dropping. -At the-hump-speed of 
cv = b.5 (V -47 knots at 150,000 To.) this could be dangerous. If, on the 
other hand, it was decided to use a low afterbody angle to obtain low air 
drag while maintaining acceptable hydrodynamic stability characteristics, the 
lowest engle tested could only be used under ideal oRerational conditions, 
i.e. conditions represented by the undisturbed limits. Alternatively, in 
order to use the lowest angle under normal operational conditions (apart from 
waves), when disturbed limits apply, some additional modification must be made 
to the hull foi% 

The present investigation into the effects of afterbody angle is a 
calm water one, with the undisturbed results representing the ideal case aad 
the disturbed results covering normal operational hazards. No correlation has 
been found so far between wave end disturbance effect; on stability over the 
whole of the planing speed range; further work is therefore necessary to 
determine the effects of afterbody engle on stability in waves. 

3. WAKE FORMATION 

The nature of the wke photographs for kiodels A, G and 13 does not 
allow an assessment of the vvake depth or section and in this direction little 
1s to be gleaned; what they do show, howler, is whether or not the afterbody 
is touching the wake. In view of the discussion in the previous section this 
may be important, particularly in the case of the lo-&St afterbody angle. It 
can be seen that in the vicinity of the lov;er limit, the afterbody of Model G 
1s in general clear of the wake, but there is a minor exception at CA., = 
2.25; close to the point of maximum lo:ier critical trim the aft step just 
touches the water. This, howver, is at the low speed end of the planing 
range and may therefore have been e:~pected. Results for iviodel A are similar, 
the aft step just touching the wake at the lower weight near the point of 
maximum critical trim, while tile titerbody of hiodel R is at all times clear. 

The spray characteristics of the models were evaluated during the 
undisturbed lon&itudinal stability runs with 11 = -8o, mainly over the dis- 
placement range of speeds, by talang three simultaneous photographs at each 
speed. T.le cameras used were positioned off the starboard bow, the starboard 
beam forward of the wing and the starboard beam aft of the wing. A chequered 
pattern, consisting of alternate black and white squares of quarter beam side, 
v%Lth the step point as origin, was painted on the starboard side of each model 
to aid in the analysis, whicn consisted of obtaining projections of the spray 
envelopes on the median plane only. 111 plotting the projections, velocity 
spray was mcluded @hen it was integral ~>ith the main spray blister, this 
happening mainly at low displacement sleeds; otherwise it was ignore& The 
profiles used were taken straight from the side view photographs and a limited 
parallax error nas accepted; where this error tended to become large t'nose 
parts of the photographs were not used. These projections are compared in 
P1gum a. 

The effects of afterbody angle on spray are shovn at the higher 
weight (CA0 = 2.75) 1x1 E'igcce 8(a). In every case, the profile is disccn- 
tindow, indicating that the wing was struck by main spray; not one of 
these configurations therefore has good spral- characteristics. As 
afterbody angle is increased, the low speed spray is improved, most of the 
uprovement accruing from the first increment of angle (from 4' to 6'); at 
higher displacement speeds, correspon&ng to the profiles aft of the main 
step, the eflect is reversed, the lowest bl-isters being obtained Tnth the 
lowest afterbody an&s, but, as at ~11 toes the tailplvle and elcvetors 
~were clear of spray, this is not signif~ant. That there 1s an overall 

/improvement 



improvement in spray characteristics rvith increasing: oft&body angle is 
confirmed at the lower weight, CA0 = 2.25, in Figure 8(b), but the effect 
is smaller at this weight. The gencrcl improvement due to the weight decrease 
is obvious in that the profiles are now continuous, showing that spray 
either cleared the model or barely touched the mainplane trailing edge. 

The improvomen?. in spray chnnoteristics &.th increasing afterbody 
angle follows direotly from the consequent increased attitudes at a given 
elevator setting. There iii11 be minor chan,ges in draught, but these 
should only have a snail effect on spray. The movement backward of the 
spray origin, at a given speed , with tilt. inorcase IA attitude is small, but 
it can be seen when oomparing the individual spray photo,Tn@s; an example 
is givtn in Figure 9 at Cv = 3.0 approximately for Cc0 = 2.75. 

As in the best case (P;odelH) spray oheracteristios arc only r.odcmte, 
it follows that any similar high length/beam r tio design having a lo*! 

afterbody angle must incorporate forebcdy tarp or some other modification 2 
to give good spry characteristics. 

5. DIRECTIOIJAL STABILITY 

For direotirnal stability tests each model ws towed from and 
pivoted at the G.G. so that it was free in pitch, yav, and heave, but constrained 
in roll. Steady speed runs flere made over a range of speeds from 4 to 40 ft. 
per second and at each speed the model was yawed up to not more than 18o- 
moments to yaw the model being applied by mans of strings attaohed to the 
wing tips level with the C.G. The direction and order of magnittie of the 
resulting hydrodynamic moment was judged by the operator through the pull in 
the strings, nrd the angle of yor *as read off a scale on the tailplane 
with an aoouraoy of about &o. The general form of the resulting stability 
diagram is considered in Reference I, but it may bo mentioned here that the 
model will swing towards a position of stable equilibrium rind anay from 
one of unstable equilibrium. The tests Were mode faith no rudder trimming 
tab, and it was found that the effects of load5, roll constraint3 and elevator3 on 
directional stability were snoll cnowh to he neglected. Stability diagrams 
for the models with ofttirbody angles of 4', 60 and 8' are conipared at one 
wei*t, Cbo = 2.75, inFigure 10. 

The three diagrams src very similar, but with inoroasin- aftcrbody 
angle an improvement in directional qualities is indicated; the 10~ speed 
region bounded by the stable equilibrium lines and the ISo limit is 
widened in a direotion parallel to the spetd axis at values of yau of about 
5O and above, and the high speed unstable equilibrium line is moved out 
normal to the speed axis. These small &,anges r#ould only have signifioance 
in a praotical case at CV = 4 roughly, when the flying boat ilas ya~led past 
the unstable equilibrium line. With the 40 afterbody, at C 

IT 
= 4, this would 

oocur at $ = 2o and the yaw would automatically continue in he absence of 
oorrective action to $= 13O; with the SC afterbody at this speed, the 
unstable equilibrium line aould not bc met till $= 40 and the ya\g would be 
stop?x?a at $= 4p " The 6* afterbody angle case lies betwocn the 4O and 8“ 
afterbody angle oases, but nearer to the 8O. Over the narrow speed band 
around Cv = 4 then, the improvement in directional stability with inoreasing 
afterbody angle IS quite considerable; elserJhere it is negligible. 

6. ELEVATORFP3!WTIVWESS 

The effects sf after-body angle on maan elevator effootivoness are 
shown in Figure II(a) for CJ = 2.75. The curves obtained Keith the 6. and 
8' afterbody angles sho,~ roughly the same values of effectiveness at a 
given speed, while values for the lowest afterbody an,l.e (4O) are muoh lower. 



With increasing afterbody angle then , it appears that elevator effeotiveness 
increases rapidly at first and then remains almost unaltered. The same 
effects are shop ~nFigue II(b) forcb = 2.25, the main difference 
between the two diagrams being the cverarl increase in effaotivencss due to 
the decreased load. 

The values of elevator effeotiveness given in Figure 11 are mean 
values and a few remarks on ixcm are necessary. Throughout this programme, 
when computing mean elevator effectlveness',the sunnation has been made 
from Cl= -1.20 to +4Q. On examining; Figures 23, 27 and 23 of References II, 
3 and 12 respeatively it oan be seen that , ~hle i.~.~in~ values of effectlve- 
ness forI:cdels A and G are well wlthin this range, those for Node1 H lie 
near the q = -120 limit. It follows tnat had the sumnation for MdelH been 
made over the range of say q1= -16' to Oo higher nenn v6tucs of elevator 
effectiveness x~11d have been l btainL.d for this mo3ol. This is not serious, 
however, and would make only a little difference to the conclusions dra,zjn 
in the previous paragraph. 

Remnsidering Figures 4(a) and 5(a), where the undisturbed 
stability lx,+ts are presented vnth elevator angles as ordinates in place 
of keel attitudes, it will be seen that while there is a movcmcnt Of the 
limits with change of afterbody angle, there is no apparent, orderly improve- 
ment in stability. For a complete understatldi~ of the results these 
figures should bc considered in conjunction with the oorrosponding plots 
of elevator effeotlveness. 

7* comLusIoFs 

The results of the present lnvcstzgation shob?i that the effects of 
increasing afterbody angle are 

(i) to inorcese maximum louer critical lzxm and sli&tly 
reduce the speed at JhlCh it occurs, 

(ii) ta inore-st: tr-m generally and 9 2n pnrtloular, to increase 
hump truu and tnc maxlmiufn trim obtainable with norc%l 
elevators, 

(iii) to raise tne upher undisturbed stability lir5t considerably 
and, In general, to leave the lower llrlxt unaltered, 

( 14 te increase resistance to disturbance, 

(4 to increase disturbed ampli&des of porpoisin,; when the 
datum afterbody angle LS low, 

(vi) to move the spray orieln baok,vards, gzving rise to 
sli&tly improved spray charnoteristios (assooiated with 
(ii)), 

(vii) to improve directional qualities over a narrol+ speed 
band just bcleu hump speed, 

(viii) to inoranx elevator effectiveness *#hen, 3s in (v), the 
datum afterbody angle LS lo*,, and 

(ix) to redme slizhtly tho elevator setting at which undisturbed, 
lower linlt instability is encountered. 

/ Tho 
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The afterbody angle effects listed above &IOU;, that xf gooil 
stability oharaoter~st~cs arc the pmne oonsldcrntion, the confi@ration 
with the highest afterbody angle is the best. ReSultS (1) to (iii) are 
substantiated generally by Refermmes 13? I& and 15 and may he said to 
be independent of length/beam ratio if only the tendencies and not the 
magnitudes of change are considered. An iinportnct cl&nil cl" the high 
length/beam ratio stability case IS tnct increase in afterbody angle 
causes the rate of change of lower crltioal tm-, ,;ith rcspcct to load at 
constant spoedk to decrease i.e. afterbody an@ effects on stability are 
not mdependent of load; this applies tc both undisturbccl am? disturbed 
cases. Whether, in a given ease, there are tm rat&s of change of 
critical trim with load, one for abcva and cm btlmr a ccrt m critloal 
afterbody angle, both of which l&ill probabl;r vary 5th length/bean 
ratio, or whctht-r there 1s a crltical angle which is purely a funotlon 
Of the bean loadmg, are points which, it IS felt, are probably worth 
further mnvestigetion. Tests at tftio loads, howcvcr, muld rcm~vc any 
doubts about the rate of change of lmcr critical trx,l srith wspect to 
load being too hi& and should be made in any case whrrt It is thought 
that some secondary effect may be present e.g. on hi& length/beam 
ratio hulls having low, unventilated afterbodies. 

This investigation is a calm wter one >with represscntative tests 
for operational conditions, i.e. dlsturbonce tests. No satxfactory 
correlation, however, has yet been establlshsd bet&en disturoance and 
VW& effects on hydrodynamic lonptudinal stabllxty over the whole of the 
planing speed. range; further work 1s th,rcfore sopose< to detemAne the 
effects of afte body angle zn &faves a& to correlate thorn, if possible, with 
the effects of dlsturbanoe. 

/ LIST OF SmOLS - 



L:ST OP SXZOLS 

b 

CL 

cv 

CA 

CA, 

CX 

GY 

CZ 

S 

V 

ale 

v 

li, 

beam of model 

lift Coefflclent = L,/$pSV2 (L = lift, p = air density) 

xhcity coefficient = V/ cgb 

Luad ooeffzcv+nt = A/wb3 ( A= load on ,iater and 

w = weight per umt volume of water) 

load coefficient at v = 0 

longitudinal spray ooeffxofent = x/b 

lateral spray coefflclent = Y/b 

vertloal spray coefficient = "/b 

c 
(x,y,z) co-ordinates of points on spray-onvolops 

relative to axes through step point 
3 

grcss wing area 

velocity 

keel attitude 

elzvator setting 

angle of Yavq 
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TABIE I 

@dels for hydmdynanic stablllty tests 

- I----------- 
Afterb3dy ! Afterb=Q-f srcb.2 

length keel- anple 

bums -/ degrees 

i 
5 

5 

5 -_-_I_ 
4 

5 

7 

9 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

7 

5 

5 

7 

7 

7 

6 

6 

6 
- --- 

6 

6 

6 

6 

Afterbody 
length 

AfterbJdy 
angle 

Tailcmd 
aftcrbody 

Intttmctisn 
3f 

parameters 

/ TABIX II 
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'JXSLE II 

MODEL HYDROD1~~AMIC DATA 

Bern at step (b) 

Length of forebody (6b) 

Length of afterbody (5b) 

Forebodv deadrise at stap 

Forebody warp(pcr beam) 

Afterbody deadrise 

X0del 

Afterbody an& 

Pitching mmeni; of 
inertia (lb. ft.2) 

at CAM = 2.75 

at CA, = 2.25 

0.475 ’ 

2.050’ 

2.375’ 

25O 

0" 

P0 

(decreasing to 26O at main 
step wer f ormrd l+(r of 
afterbody length). 

G A H 

40 60 es0 

2x50 22. 90 23.50 

23.53 2G.6 23.50 

/TABLE III 
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TABLF 1% 

hmdel Aercdynmic~ 

Ilainplane 

section 

press area 

Span 

S.bLC. 

Aspect ratio 

Dihedral 

I 
on 3O$ spar axis 

Sweepback 

'$ing setting (root chord to hull datum) 

Tailr'Lme -_ _- 

Section 

Gross *rea 

SPn 

T&al elevator ama 

Tailplane s&tug (rod chord to hull ddAnn) 

Fin - 

Section 

Gross area 

Height 

'Cn,neral 

l' C.G. position 

Gottingen 4% (mod-) 

6.85 sq. ft. 

6.27 ft. 

1.09 ft. 

5.75 

30 0' 

4.0 0' 

60 9' 

R.&F. 30 (mod.) 

1.33 sq. ft. 

2.16 ft. 

0.72 sq. ft. 

20 0' 

R.A.F. 30 

0.80 sq. ft. 

1.14 ft. 

distance forward of step point 0.237 ft. 

d&tanoo above step point 0.731 ft. 

w & chord point S.M.C. 

distance forward of step point 0.277 ft. 

distance above step point 1.015 ft. 

x Tail am (C.G. to bin@ ems) 3.1 ft. 

KEIei&t of tail- root chord L.E. nbove hull crown 0.72 ft. 

"These distances are meermred either parallel to or nomtd 
to the hull datum. 
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